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Abstract This article reports our study of the role of social

content (i.e., user-generated content in social networking

environment) in online consumers’ decision process when

they search for an inexperienced product to buy. Through

close observation of users’ objective behavior and interview

of their reflective thoughts during an initial exploratory user

study, we have first derived a set of system implications and

integrated these implications into a three-stage system

architecture. Furthermore, driven by the specific implication

regarding the impact of user reviews in influencing users’

decision stages, we have presented a linear-chain conditional

random-field-based social-opinion-mining algorithm, and

have identified its higher effectiveness against related algo-

rithms in an experiment. Finally, we present our system’s

user interfaces and emphasize on how to display the opinion-

mining results in the form of both quantitative presentation

and qualitative visualization.

Keywords Users’ information needs � Social content �
Complex decision making � Inexperienced products �
Decision system � Opinion mining

1 Introduction

With the advance of social networking techniques and

applications, an increasing number of users have come to

this platform to behave not only as visitors, but also as

contributors. As a result, a huge amount of user-generated

content has appeared, such as user reviews given to prod-

ucts and user photos shared in popular media sites such as

Flickr. It is hence crucial to investigate how such content

can be exploited to enhance current decision support sys-

tems, such as e-commerce services, so that online buyers

can benefit from the utilization of other users’ contributed

content in making a better and confident purchase decision.

As a matter of fact, social content has always been

recognized to play an important role in a consumer’s

hybrid decision process, in which the decision maker seeks

advices with the aim of reducing uncertainty (Cialdini and

Goldstein 2004; Kim and Srivastava 2007; Lee et al. 2006).

In recent years, intelligent decision supports have been

developed for assisting users in efficiently processing

various types of product information and enabling them to

make more informed and accurate decisions. Some studies

have also been done to analyze user logs and transaction

data in the Web sites so as to guide e-commerce promo-

tions (Adnan et al. 2011; Raeder and Chawla 2011).

Among these approaches, the so-called recommender sys-

tem is a typical example, as it emphasizes on the value of

user-generated product content (e.g., ratings/reviews) to

determine whether some items would be preferred by a

user given that her neighbors rated these items high

(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Siersdorfer and Sizov

2009).

However, this kind of decision system has been mainly

oriented to low-value, and frequently purchased products

such as books, movies or music, for which the current user

can provide ratings or prior history. They are limited

and difficult to be applied to expensive, infrequently pur-

chased products (such as digital cameras, computers and

cars). The reason is that for these products, it is difficult to

infer the current user’s interests/preferences as s/he would
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not have prior purchase experience. A simple recommen-

dation method, as popularly applied in current sites, is

hence to rely on the user’s real-time viewing behavior to

return a set of related items (e.g., ‘‘people viewed this

product also view others…’’ or ‘‘people bought this product

also bought…’’). Unfortunately, little effort has been made

to enhance this recommendation process by incorporating

other kinds of social content.

Another limitation in the related areas is that little

attention has been paid to understanding users’ needs on

opinion features. For instance, besides knowing their

criterion on the optical zoom for a camera, it should be also

interesting to see whether they are concerned about ‘‘ease

of use’’ as commented by other consumers. The reason for

calling such feature as opinion feature is because its values

can be only derived from other users’ reviews. In the

previous decade, a number of studies were conducted to

extract features and their associated opinions from user

reviews, which is termed as ‘‘opinion mining’’. However,

though some algorithms have been proposed including

rule-based (Turney 2002), statistic methods (Hu and Liu

2004) and recent hidden Markov model (HMMs)-based

approach (Jin et al. 2009), they are still limited in identi-

fying hidden and non-independent features and opinions.

1.1 Our contributions

Thus, driven by the above limitations, in this paper, we

have engaged in achieving two objectives as highlighted in

the following.

First, we were interested in understanding deeply users’

information needs when they were involved in the search

for an inexperienced product. This understanding can help

us identify the exact role of social content in consumers’

decision process and hence show insights into how

improvements can be made on existing decision supports

and how the opinion-mining technique can be incorporated

into it. Indeed, our study was grounded on Adaptive

Decision Theory (Payne et al. 1993), which states that in

complex decision environment, users are usually uncertain

about their targets at the start, but construct their product

preferences in an adaptive, constructive nature. Moreover,

users’ decision behavior generally follows two stages

(Häubl and Trifts 2000): they will first screen down the

number of available alternatives to a reduced consideration

set, and then they will in-depth examine the selected can-

didates to make the final choice. To us, the question is, at

each stage, what kind(s) of social content would be most

relevant to the decision maker, given that various user-

generated resources can be obtained now from social net-

working media (e.g., Epinions and Flickr). Through an

exploratory user study, we first obtained answers to these

concerns. Furthermore, based on this study’s results, we

were able to suggest a refined three-stage system archi-

tecture. The corresponding system implications motivated

us to invest more effort in building an effective social-

opinion-mining method.

Thus, our second contribution in this article was that we

experimentally compared two typical supervised learning

models for mining social opinions: lexical hidden Markov

models (L-HMMs) and linear-chain conditional random

fields (CRFs). Since the latter approach naturally consider

arbitrary, non-independent features without conditional

independence assumption, we in detail describe how opin-

ion-mining process can be accomplished through it, and how

it could outperform the L-HMMs-based method in extracting

various types of feature entities and opinion polarities.

Finally, we introduce how the opinion-mining outcomes

are presented in our user interfaces. Two alternatives are

realized: one is a quantitative presentation by means of

normalizing subjective opinion values into numerical

scores, and the second is a qualitative visualization of

opinion words via the format of tag cloud. These interfaces

are targeted to provide a visualized and interactive display

so as to facilitate users to make more informed and

effective decisions.

The article is hence organized as follows: we first survey

related works on decision systems and opinion-mining

algorithms (Sect. 2). In Sect. 3, we present our research

questions and the proposed methods. The exploratory user

study then follows (Sect. 4), and we describe the study’s

setup, materials used, participants recruited, procedure and

analysis of statistical results. In Sect. 5, we give the set of

practical implications from the user study and then point

out the motivation for follow-up studies (Sect. 6). Sec-

tion 6 emphasizes on the opinion-mining algorithm and

compares CRFs-based method with L-HMMs-based one,

followed by user interface designs. Section 7 concludes our

work, indicates its limitations and future directions.

2 Related work

2.1 Related work on decision supports

for inexperienced products

Researchers from marketing refer consumer behavior as

the action and decision process of people who purchase

goods and services (Engel et al. 1990; Foxall et al. 1998).

The action starts with the need of a product or a service that

arises in the customer’s mind and then goes through the

process of information searching and product evaluation to

lead to purchase decision and post-purchase evaluation. For

different product categories, consumer buying behavior

will differ. That is, people make their decision differently

when they are involved in buying a high-value product
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such as a camera compared to the situation of buying a

low-value product such as a book (Engel et al. 1990;

Olshavky and Granbois 1979). The amount of cognitive

effort applied to the decision-making process is in nature

directly related to the level of importance that the con-

sumers place on purchase of the specific product. As for

complex ones that are expensive and infrequently experi-

enced (e.g., cameras, computers, cars), extensive decision-

making effort is commonly applied by consumers in

seeking information and deciding.

Accordingly, as mentioned before, researchers from the

psychology field described a basic two-stage process in such

complex decision environment, where the depth of cognitive

load and information processing varies (Payne et al. 1993).

Based on the two-stage model, Häubl and Trifts (2000)

demonstrated that recommendation agent (RA) is more

useful for the initial screening to increase the quality of

consideration set, and the use of comparison matrix (CM) is

more effective in facilitating pair-wise product comparisons

at the second stage to improve objective decision quality.

Some researchers have also investigated the impact of other

factors. For instance, Knijnenburg et al. proved that adjusting

the elicitation of users’ multi-attribute preferences to their

domain knowledge can significantly augment individual

satisfaction with the system (Knijnenburg and Willemsen

2009). Al-Qaed and Sutcliffe (2006) have proposed an

adaptive decision support system architecture (ADSS) aimed

at providing information display, searching strategies and

appropriate advice based on a set of pre-defined decision

rules, to adapt to the consumer’s present product domain.

Example-based systems, including FindMe (Burke et al.

1997), Dynamic-Critiquing (McCarthy et al. 2005) and

Example-Critiquing (Pu and Chen 2006; Chen and Pu 2006),

have been also proposed to support users to give improving

feedback to example products, in the form of critiques (e.g.,

‘‘I would like something cheaper’’, ‘‘with faster processor

speed’’). Mahmood and Ricci (2007) modeled such con-

versational process as a sequential decision problem based

on the Markov decision process (MDP), which involves

different user states and actions.

In the last decade, recommender systems have also been

widely developed to aid users in making right choices, by

suggesting some items that they might not have found by

themselves. However, as mentioned in the introduction,

most systems were targeted at frequently experienced public

taste products (e.g., music, movie, Web page, book, events)

(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Groh and Ehmig 2007;

Kayaalp et al. 2011). For example, the classical user–user

collaborative filtering technique is with the assumption that

the current user can provide ratings on a set of items, as they

have experienced them before (Groh and Ehmig 2007). This

approach is hence unlikely to be applied to high-value,

inexperienced products. Recent extension on recommender

systems still focus on low-value product domains, though

they have started to exploit other types of social resources,

such as tags, friendship and membership, to compensate for

the limitation of pure rating-based methods (Siersdorfer and

Sizov 2009; Yuan et al. 2009; Guy et al. 2010).

Thus, though it has been claimed that shoppers tend to

wait for early adopters’ opinions to reduce the risk of

buying a new product (Cialdini and Goldstein 2004), few

studies have in depth explored users’ social information

needs for inexperienced product search. Indeed, in this

area, most researches have been still grounded on products’

static attributes to establish users’ preference model. For

instance, in Example-Critiquing (Pu and Chen 2006), a

multi-criteria user model is built via eliciting users’ criteria

on multiple basic, static attributes. Most e-commerce

applications usually display the social content for users to

browse, and few incorporate them into the process of

decision support and recommendation generation. Leino

and Räihä (2007) have conducted a tentative experiment

that measured product ratings and reviews as part of rec-

ommendations in influencing users’ searching strategies.

However, because it is a preliminary study, it is still not

clear about what social information users require and how

they process them across their decision stages.

2.2 Related work on opinion mining

In another research field that is called opinion mining

(or sentimental classification), many researchers have

attempted to adopt natural language processing techniques

and data mining tools to extract meaningful opinion values

from product reviews (called documents in some literature)

(Dave et al. 2002; Pang and Lee 2008). Opinion mining has

been conducted either at the document level or at the

feature level. At the document level (which is to obtain an

overall opinion value for the whole document), Turney

(2002) used point-wise mutual information (PMI) to cal-

culate an average semantic orientation score of extracted

phrases for determining the document’s polarity. Pang

et al. (2002) examined the effectiveness of applying

machine-learning techniques to address the sentiment

classification problem for movie review data. Hatzivassi-

loglou and Wiebe (2000) studied the effect of dynamic

adjectives, semantically oriented adjectives and gradable

adjectives on a simple subjectivity classifier, and proposed

a trainable method that statistically combines two indica-

tors of gradability. Wilson et al. (2005) proposed a system

called OpinionFinder that automatically identifies when

opinions, sentiments, speculations and other private states

are present in text, via the subjectivity analysis. Das and

Chen (2001) studied sentimental classification for financial

documents. However, although the above studies are all

related to sentiment classification, they use sentiment to
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represent a reviewer’s overall opinion and do not find

which features the reviewer actually liked and disliked. For

example, an overall negative sentiment about an object

does not mean that the reviewer dislikes every aspect of the

object. It can only indicate that the average opinion as

summarized from the review is negative.

To discover in-depth a reviewer’s opinions on almost

every aspect that s/he mentioned in the text, some

researchers have tried to mine and extract opinions at the

feature level. Hu and Liu (2004) proposed a feature-based

opinion summarization system that captures highly

frequently featured words by using association rules under

a statistical framework. It extracts the features of a product

that customers have expressed their opinions on and con-

cludes with an opinion score for each frequent feature,

while ignoring infrequent features. Popescu and Etzioni

(2005) improved Hu and Liu’s work by removing frequent

noun phrases that may not be real features. Their method

can identify part of a relationship and achieve better

precision, but shows a small drop in recall. Scaffidi et al.

(2008) presented a new search system called Red Opal that

examined prior customer reviews, identified product fea-

tures and then scored each product on each feature. These

scores were used to determine which products to be

returned when a user specifies a desired product feature.

However, because the above studies are mostly unsu-

pervised learning mechanisms, it is unavoidable that their

accuracy is limited and many other types of entities (such

as component, function, dependent features, etc.) cannot be

identified through them. Thus, some researchers have

attempted to adopt more precise supervised learning

models to increase the opinion-mining efficacy. One typi-

cal work is OpinionMiner (Jin et al. 2009). It was built

based on lexicalized hidden Markov model (HMMs) which

can integrate multiple important linguistic features into an

automatic learning process. However, its limitation is that

it cannot represent distributed hidden states and complex

interactions among labels. It can neither involve rich,

overlapping feature sets. That is why in our work we have

employed another model, conditional random field (CRFs)

(Lafferty et al. 2001), because it naturally considers arbi-

trary, non-independent features without conditional inde-

pendence assumption. Although lately some investigators,

including Miao et al. (2010), have also attempted to adopt

CRFs to perform sentiment analysis, they did not use CRFs

to identify feature-based polarity orientation or use it to

extract various types of feature entities.

3 Research questions and our methods

From the related works, we can see that there are two major

branches of studies related to social opinions: one is at the

system level, but few of the related studies have incorpo-

rated social opinions to enhance user decisions for inex-

perienced products; and another is at the algorithm level,

but opinion-mining algorithms’ results have been less

studied regarding their merit in supporting consumer

decisions. Our goal was then to build a bridge between

them. In this section, we first list a set of research questions

that were not well addressed in related studies, and then

give our research methods to answer these questions.

3.1 Research questions

Our first objective was to identify, at the system level, the

importance of social content relative to static product

attributes in users’ purchase decision process, when they

search for inexperienced products. Specifically, through the

empirical method of studying consumers’ behavior, we

expect to answer the following questions:

Question 1: do consumers in reality follow the general

two-stage decision process, or can a more precise decision

model be identified?

Question 2: at each stage, how does social content (e.g.,

product reviews) practically act to assist the user in pro-

cessing information and making decisions?

Question 3: could we develop more effective decision

systems to optimize the merits of social content and adapt

them to users’ actual decision needs?

Answers to the above questions can enable us to build a

system infrastructure and, in the system, we can in par-

ticular explore user reviews at the algorithm level. The

following objective is then to study social-opinion-mining

algorithms. More questions for this objective are:

Question 4: would CRFs-based opinion-mining

approach perform better than other learning models in

terms of extracting feature entities and social opinion

values?

Question 5: how could the opinion-mining results be

informatively represented on user interfaces for supporting

users to make effective decisions?

3.2 Research methods

3.2.1 Exploratory user study

To answer the first three questions, we conducted an

exploratory user study with the aim of understanding users’

natural decision behavior. The specific aims were: (1) to

trace users’ decision-making process so as to refine the

basic two-stage model; and (2) to understand users’ social

information needs at each stage. Thus, we on purpose

asked users to use existing online commercial sites that

provide plentiful and diverse product information, so that

we could observe users’ actual information needs. Our
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primarily studied social content was user reviews (in the

form of natural languages), as shared by consumers based

on their post-purchase evaluation experiences. Besides, we

also attempted to involve other types of social content so as

to reveal user reviews’ relative value. Among various

resources, popularity information (e.g., ‘‘top products’’) is

typical, which is based on the statistics of consumers’

actual usages or purchases. ‘‘Related products’’ (e.g.,

‘‘people viewed this product also viewed others’’) is also a

popular social type, because it correlates the user’s current

view/click with other consumers’ clicking or purchase

behavior.

In Sect. 4, we will in detail describe how the user study

was set up and analyzed, including materials used, partic-

ipants recruited, procedure and results.

3.2.2 System design and algorithm development

The follow-up work was an extension to the exploratory

study. Concretely, the user study results suggest not only a

three-stage decision process model, but also a set of system

implications that we could adopt for improving current

systems. To optimally utilize and present social content, we

subsequently emphasize on feature extraction and social

opinion mining. For this part, we investigated how to

extract more accurate opinion features from user reviews

and how to present them in an informative and interactive

way to users. Concretely, with respect to the algorithm

contribution, we applied the linear-chain CRFs-based

learning model to mine opinions and proved the algo-

rithm’s outperforming efficacy by comparing it with other

supervised learning approaches. From the perspective of

user interface, we proposed a visualization method based

on the tag cloud format and provided multiple interaction

functions for facilitating users to easily examine the opin-

ion-mining results.

4 User study setup

4.1 Materials

Thus, in this experiment, our goal was to record users’

decision behavior when they were confronted with various

information resources. We first classified all kinds of

product-related information into two principal categories:

static features that include all in-born attribute values about

the product (e.g., the digital camera’s price, weight,

megapixels, optical zoom, etc.), and social features defined

as any sort of data that require other consumers’ contri-

bution (e.g., product reviews, product popularity, etc.).

We used Flickr Camera Finder as one experiment

material, since it provides popularity data (e.g., ‘‘most

popular cameras’’, ‘‘trends in brands’’, ‘‘trends in camera

use’’, etc.) according to statistics of the Flickr community

members who had uploaded images with a particular

camera over a certain time. Such usage-driven popularity

generation is inherently different from traditional e-com-

merce sites’ purchase or promotion-based popularity. In

addition, this site also supplies other sorts of social content

such as the product’s usage trend analysis.

A standard e-commerce site was also offered in the study,

which mainly provides user reviews a complete set of static

product features, traditional popularity information (so as to

be compared with Flickr’s), ‘‘related products’’, etc. To

choose this site, we investigated a number of options, e.g.,

Amazon, Yahoo Shopping, shopping.com, etc., and finally

selected Yahoo Shopping because it not only uses the same

product database as Flickr Camera Finder (CF), but also can

be representative of other sites regarding amount of infor-

mation, diversity and presentation.

The experiment was then designed in a free-choice

scenario where users were allowed to freely select and

examine any product information that can be obtained from

the two sites: Flickr Camera Finder (http://www.

flickr.com/cameras/, Flickr CF for short) and Yahoo

Shopping (shopping.yahoo.com) for cameras (Yahoo CF

for short). It is worth noting that our experiment was not a

comparative user study and our purpose was not to evaluate

the Web sites. As indicated above, our objective was to

reveal which social contents are relevant to buyers’ needs

and how the content could be best exploited to generate

more intelligent decision supports.

4.2 Participants

Each participant was required to take at least 2 h in the

experiment. One hour was spent in performing a user task

by freely using the two sites and another hour was to

answer a set of interview questions. We finally recruited 12

volunteers (three females) who were all motivated to take

the study because they were interested in buying a digital

camera at the time of our experiment. They were master’s

or PhD students in our university (ages ranging from 20 to

40 years). Besides, all of our studied subjects made their

first-time encounters to the two Web sites (i.e., Flickr CF

and Yahoo CF), and so their behavior was not biased by

any prior usage. Regarding their familiarity with the

camera’s static features, most of them (nine users) were

moderately familiar or had little familiarity.

We also asked some general questions about their online

shopping experiences before the formal study started. All

users indicated that they had the experience. Many of them

(9 users) had bought items at least every 3 months in

e-stores, while most of the frequently purchased items were

of relatively low values such as books, accessories, DVDs.
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On being asked how they purchased a high-value product,

the majority (10) replied that they examined as much

product information as possible to find the best one. The

examined product information was mostly from online

media, especially ones that provide consumer reviews, but

they seldom bought the product online (due to concern

about delivery or security). It can be hence seen that the

online environment has been at least adopted as an infor-

mation-seeking platform for consumers to construct prod-

uct preferences, and other users-generated contents seemed

to play an important role in absorbing them to this

platform.

4.3 Procedure

The user task was: ‘‘Imagine you are prepared to buy a

digital camera. Please use the assigned sites to examine

product information that you care, and identify the product

that meets your needs’’. There was an administrator present

in each user study to control the whole session. At the

beginning, an initial warm-up period (10 min) was given to

each participant for her/him to be familiar with the two

sites’ facilities as much as possible, so that when the task

formally started, her/his actions was mainly driven by her/

his actual information needs. During the formal trial, their

interaction actions, including on-screen mouse moves,

clicks and keyboard inputs, were all automatically captured

by a screen observer software (i.e., Morae). After the

participant accomplished the task, a semi-structured inter-

view was conducted by the administrator to get her/his

reflective thoughts.

4.4 Result 1: users’ decision process

Question 1: do consumers in reality follow the general two-

stage decision process, or a more precise decision model

can be identified?

To answer the first research question, we analyzed all

subjects’ natural decision behavior. The results surprisingly

showed that they all exhibited a precise three-stage deci-

sion process: (1) to screen all alternatives and select ones

for in-depth evaluation; (2) to view the product’s details

and save it in the wish list if it is near satisfactory; (3) to

compare candidates in the wish list and make the final

choice.

Moreover, the transition between these three stages is

not in the supposed sequential order, but is iterative in

nature and the size of the consideration set gradually

decreases. Figure 1 (left) gives an example of how the

three-stage process was conducted by a representative user.

Concretely, at the start, all users were with some initial

preferences in mind. As they elaborated during the post-

study interview, the preferences were mostly need oriented,

e.g., looking for a camera that is ‘‘easy to use’’, ‘‘easy to

carry’’, ‘‘with colorful images’’, ‘‘of high cost perfor-

mance’’, ‘‘better for night scenes’’ or ‘‘better for long dis-

tance picture-taking’’. Several users (6) also had some

criteria on static features (e.g., on price, type, megapixels,

screen size, battery or focal length).

Further analysis of their interaction logs showed that

they all considered no more than four brands within their

whole decision session. In fact, they all first narrowed

down to the most preferred brand and sought its alterna-

tives’ basic information (Stage 1, see Fig. 1, right). If any

product(s) interested them when they browsed the brand’s

product list, they went on to examine the product’s details;

they saved it in their wish list if it was near satisfactory

(Stage 2). After examining one brand, they switched on to

another preferred brand and performed a similar process.

This iterative cycle between Stages 1 and 2 continued until

a set of candidates was determined (see detailed analysis

later). At this point, they entered into Stage 3 to compare

candidates in their wish list and confirmed the final choice.

Due to the common behavior discovered in all partici-

pants, we came up with a three-stage decision process

model (see Fig. 1, right). Each stage was with its input and

output. Comparing the three-stage to the originally sug-

gested two-stage model by Payne et al. (1993), we found

Candidate in 
wish list 

Product 
alternatives 

Interesting
product 

Final choice 

Stage 1: to screen 
alternatives and 
select interesting one 

Stage 2: to evaluate 
product in detail 

Stage 3: to compare 
candidates

Interesting product 
Abandoned after evaluation 
Saved candidate after evaluation 
Final choice after comparison 

Time 

Fig. 1 Example of a user’s

searching behavior and the

three-stage consumer decision

process
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that it indeed provides a more elaborate view. Previous

concerns such as how users narrow down to a consideration

set from a range of available alternatives (i.e., the first stage

in the two-stage model) were well clarified in our study and

detailed into two stages.

4.5 Result 2: information processing at each stage

After identifying the three decision process stages, we were

then engaged in obtaining an answer to the second

question:

Question 2: at each stage, how does social content (e.g.,

user reviews) practically act to assist the user in process-

ing information and making decisions?

4.5.1 Stage 1: when screening out interesting products

4.5.1.1 Users’ objective behavior At this stage, by

replaying the video log that recorded each user’s interac-

tive actions, we found out how many products were

selected (i.e., clicked by the user to see details) and from

where these products were located. It indicated that on

average, 9.67 (SD = 4.78) products were chosen to view

details, among which 5.42 were located in Yahoo and 4.25

were in Flickr CF. Figure 2 (left) concretely shows the

distribution of these products’ locations. Specifically, basic

static features (as provided by Yahoo for browsing and

filtering) provided the highest chances that enabled the

average user to obtain 39.79% interesting products. The

second and third winners were Flickr CF’s popularity-

based sorting list (27.51%) and brand popular list

(12.18%), respectively. In comparison, Yahoo’s popularity

list got much less hits (5.28%). There were only two par-

ticipants who accessed ‘‘Top Digital Cameras’’ in Yahoo,

against nine who consulted the popularity ranking in Flickr

CF.

The remaining products were located either from the

results of keywords search (e.g., the user inputted a pre-

known model for search) (6.53%), or coincidently dis-

covered through Flickr’s image-related products (4.83%)

or Yahoo’s related products (i.e., ‘‘shopper who viewed

this also viewed …’’, 3.89%).

Thus, in total, above half of the picked products

(53.69%) originated from social contents (see Fig. 2, right).

In particular, product popularity was shown to be more

active than others for users to identify interesting ones at

the first stage. As one user said, ‘‘popularity is a suitable

proxy to measure the product’s quality when I am not

familiar with a brand or uncertain about what I want’’. It

was also regarded as ‘‘the best form of recommendations’’

in this condition.

4.5.1.2 Users’ qualitative comments Users’ qualitative

comments obtained during the post-study interview further

exposed their reflective thoughts particularly about product

popularity and ‘‘Related Products’’, when they have pro-

cessed them at the first stage.

Credibility of product popularity When being asked why

they went to Flickr CF for accessing ‘‘product popularity’’,

when the similar kind of info was also available in Yahoo

CF, most of them responded that because it was perceived

more trustworthy in Flickr CF: ‘‘I trust the information on

the social forum’’; ‘‘I trust Flickr’s popularity information

because of its large amount of users’’; ‘‘Flickr is more

neutral and credible’’; ‘‘Although this is my first-time using

this website, the information sounds credible since it

should be based on actual usages.’’ They felt that product

popularity based on community’s image uploading statis-

tics is surprising at the first impression. They were soon

used to it and inclined to refer to this popularity ranking

whenever needed. The product popularity on Yahoo

Shopping site (e.g., ‘‘top Digital Cameras’’), however, was

perceived ‘‘less trustworthy’’, because ‘‘The ‘top products’

in Yahoo may be only dependent on users’ clicks or for

companies’ promotion purpose.’’ ‘‘The popularity infor-

mation in Yahoo may be faked. It looks more trustworthy

Fig. 2 Stage 1 Locations of products which were picked for in-depth evaluation (Y for Yahoo CF, F for Flickr CF), and their overall distribution

over social and static sources
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and real in Flickr.’’ ‘‘Flickr is more neutral because it is a

consumer-operated website. The information on Yahoo

may be not so real because it is more commercial-ori-

ented.’’ It can be hence inferred that users have the pro-

pensity to trust the data from the social media site like

Flickr, because it is perceived more dependent on a large

community’s real usages and less of commercial interests.

Additionally, users suggested several ways to improve

the generation of product popularity. For instance, one user

suggested that Flickr community members’ geographical

distribution should be considered, since ‘‘one camera

model was suitable for European, but probably not for

Chinese’’, ‘‘people from the same cultural background may

have similar preferences’’. Another user proposed to

involve the time property. He commented that ‘‘it should

be easier to compare the popularity values of different

products if they were released at the same time.’’

‘‘Related Products’’ to be integrated with expert opin-

ions Relative to product popularity, ‘‘Related Products’’

(i.e., ‘‘shoppers viewed this product also viewed …’’) were

less referred. Users commented that if these recommen-

dations could integrate experts’ professional opinions about

the relevance a product to others, they would look more

meaningful than being purely dependent on other con-

sumers’ clicking behavior. As one user said, ‘‘imagine the

friends around you all use Canon, you would be not

familiar with Nikon. But if there is a comparison table from

an expert explaining what their differences are, I will go to

see Nikon’s products.’’ Another user also noted ‘‘because

people sometimes just randomly clicked, the information

from ‘shopper viewed this product also viewed others’

cannot be so credible. Experts’ suggestions can be more

useful to be regarded as important references.’’ Some users

further suggested that the recommendations could be even

better if they take into account of the users’ hard con-

straints (e.g., on price range, product type), because ‘‘The

‘related products’ are useful, but I will not be interested in

them if they are out of my price expectation.’’ ‘‘If the

products are with the type that I prefer, I will more likely

consider them.’’ Thus, users’ comments can explain why

they were not so active in adopting ‘‘Related Products’’

when selecting products to examine. It also infers that if

this type of recommendations could be well integrated with

experts’ opinions and also be matched to the user’s hard

attribute constraints, their adoption chance could be

potentially increased.

4.5.2 Stage 2: when evaluating a product in detail

4.5.2.1 Users’ objective behavior At the second stage,

we were interested in investigating what detailed info that

users evaluated after they picked a product from the Stage

1. The analysis of their page visits indicates that 42.86% of

products were evaluated on Yahoo (that provides the

product’s user reviews, full specifications), 30.44% on

Flickr CF (that provides the product’s usage trend analysis

and community images), and 26.70% on both sites’ prod-

ucts’ detail pages. Among all of evaluated products,

45.82% were put into the average user’s wish list (i.e.,

mean = 4 products, SD = 1.95). The page evaluations

respectively contributed 39.09% (1.50 products), 6.25%

(0.25) and 91.67% (2.17), to establishing her wish list (the

% means the percent of products saved as candidates

among these with the same type of evaluation, see Fig. 3).

It hence infers that the examination of product details from

both Flickr CF and Yahoo CF can most likely convince the

user to take the product as a candidate. The correlation is

indeed highly significant (p \ 0.001) by Pearson coeffi-

cient. Another fact is that 91.7% users’ final choices were

products that underwent this combined review.

4.5.2.2 Users’ qualitative comments User reviews: neg-

ative versus positive ones At this stage, we particularly

discovered the role of user reviews. Most users stated that

the reviews are very important information for them to

evaluate a product’s details, since ‘‘they help me judge the

product’s true quality’’. They said that they were always

motivated to see the detailed review info if the product

rating was low. They liked the separation of reviews into

pros and cons categories since it eases their comparison.

More notably, negative reviews were more useful than

positive ones, because: ‘‘the motivation of buying a product

is not because it is very perfect, but is whether you can

stand its drawbacks’’; ‘‘Every product should have flaws,

and what I want to get from user reviews is whether they

can disclose these negative aspects’’. All participants

agreed that ‘‘I will not buy a product only because it has

positive ratings and reviews, but will certainly not buy it if

it has negative reviews, especially on features that I am

concerned about’’. Moreover, some users commented that

the number of user reviews also takes effect: ‘‘few reviews

will have low credibility’’, but it is still better than zero

since ‘‘in the case that two products both have few user

reviews, I will still read the reviews to get the feeling of

which product would be better.’’

Fig. 3 Stage 2 Locations of products which were evaluated in detail

and the amounts of products which were saved as candidates in the

average user’s wish list
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4.5.3 Stage 3: when comparing candidates and confirming

the final choice

At the last stage when users nearly came to making the

‘‘purchase’’ decision, they all conducted a comparison

across candidates in their wish lists. In order to know which

factors they considered at this point, we recorded items

they have viewed after their wish list was established (i.e.,

when no new product was added in the list). It shows that

66.7% (8 out of 12) users went to Flickr CF to compare

candidates’ usage trends or images as contributed by Flickr

community, and 33.3% concentrated on user reviews or

specifications as given in Yahoo CF (see Fig. 4, left).

Figure 4 (right) shows that totally 75% of our participants

in fact relied on social contents, including usage trends,

product reviews, and community images, against 25% users

who focused on static features. Therefore, social features are

demonstrated more influential at this stage. Users’ qualita-

tive comments also reflected that ‘‘I would like to rely on the

social content to identify which product should be better than

others’’; ‘‘The product’s usage trend can help me form a

correct judgment and reduce the uncertainty from purely

evaluating its static specifications.’’

5 Practical implications from the user study

Thus, through the exploratory user study, we in-depth

studied users’ natural decision behavior and their reflective

thoughts. The study not only identified how a three-stage

decision process was practically conducted (see Sect. 4.4),

but also revealed what and how social contents were pro-

cessed by users when they were engaged in different stages

(Sect. 4.5). These two findings well answered our research

questions 1 and 2. For the next step, given these findings

and users’ qualitative comments, we were able to derive a

set of practical implications for the system development (to

question 3):

Question 3: could we develop more effective decision

systems to optimize the merits of social content and make

them adapt to users’ actual decision needs?

5.1 System implications for Stage 1

As for decision Stage 1 ‘‘screening out interesting prod-

ucts’’, two types of social contents were found relevant:

product popularity and ‘‘related products’’. Regarding

product popularity, it is suggested that it should better

originate from social media sites (like from Flickr),

because in such platforms, it can reflect a community of

like-minded users’ real usages, and hence be perceived

more credible than in traditional e-commerce sites. More-

over, the popularity info is more referential and helpful

when users have not formed their clear target at the start.

This implies that it could well complement standard fea-

ture-based browsing facilities, and adapt to different users’

preference-certainty levels. To provide a better support, it

was also revealed that the popularity can be further cus-

tomized to involve contextual factors, such as regional and

time properties, so as to be dynamically matching to the

current user’s context.

‘‘Related Products’’ can be also likely enhanced by

integrating with expert opinions and involving users’ stated

feature constraints. By these ways, these recommendations

could be more interesting to the user and hence be with

higher adoption chance.

5.2 System implications for Stages 2 and 3

The role of user reviews was mainly discovered at Stages 2

and 3, i.e., when users evaluate a product in detail, and

when users compare all candidates before making the final

choice. As shown before, most of users intentionally relied

on them to judge a product’s quality. Moreover, users

indicated that they cared more about negative reviews than

positive ones, which is in accordance with a pervious claim

Fig. 4 Stage 3 Factors that % users mainly considered during the product comparison before they confirmed the final choice, and the overall

distribution over social and static sources
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that ‘‘when information about an object or firm comes

through the opinions of another person, negative informa-

tion can be more credible and generalizable than positive

information’’ (Mizerski 1982). We therefore believe that

the mining and exposure of opinion values and the indi-

cation of their relevance to user needs can likely support

users to conduct more accurate product evaluation and final

decision.

The implication is also applied to improving comparison

facility at Stage 3. The traditional support as broadly

appearing in current e-commerce sites, is comparison

matrix, by which users can put multiple products in an

alternatives (rows) 9 attributes (columns) matrix. This

support has been demonstrated to allow for higher decision

quality than the condition without it (Häubl and Trifts

2000). However, most of existing applications are limited

to only display static features in the matrix. Given our

finding that around 75% users tended to consult with social

features during the comparison, we believe that embedding

products’ social values in the matrix could be much helpful

to improve users’ decision quality.

Figure 5 summarizes these system implications in the

three-stage architecture.

6 Follow-up work: social opinion mining

Driven by above implications, especially ones about the

role of user reviews in facilitating users’ product evaluation

and comparison, in our follow-up work, we have focused

on the algorithm development and user interface design.

Concretely, we have targeted to produce feature-level

automatic sentimental classification of user reviews and

extract opinion features. As a result, we expect that a

recommendation set of {feature, opinion value} pairs, with

higher weight placed on negative opinions, can be gener-

ated. Such list could be hence not only placed at the

product’s detail page to supplement standard product

specifications, but also be integrated into the comparison

matrix to optimize users’ comparison performance.

Technically speaking, to address limitations of related

opinion-mining techniques (see Sect. 2.2), we have par-

ticularly studied the conditional random field (CRFs),

which is a discriminative, undirected graphical model that

can potentially model the overlapping, dependent features

(Lafferty et al. 2001). As mentioned before, although there

have been some works of adopting CRFs for document-

level segmentation and semantic labeling, few have actu-

ally studied its performance in achieving opinion-mining

goals. Moreover, previous works did not use CRFs to

identify feature-based polarity orientation and not use it to

extract various types of feature entities (including infre-

quent ones).

Therefore, we have developed a CRFs-based opinion-

mining algorithm to compensate for related works’ limi-

tations. For this part of work, we have three specific

questions. (1) How to define feature functions to construct

and restrict the linear-chain CRFs model? (2) How to

automatically extract different types of product entities and

associate appropriate opinion polarities with them? In the

following, we will in detail describe how these questions

were addressed in our work.

Stage 1: when users screen 
alternatives and select 
interesting ones 

Stage 2: when users 
evaluate a product in detail 

Stage 3: when users 
compare candidates 

Product popularity   

Related products 

Review feature 
extraction  

Comparison 
matrix embedded 
with opinion 
features 

Originate from social 
media

Combine opinion 
features with static 
features

Integrate with expert
opinions

Extract features’
opinion values from 
reviews and assign 
higher weights on 
negative opinions 
than positive ones 

Fig. 5 Users’ three-stage

decision process and

corresponding system

implications to support them, as

derived from the user study’s

results
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In Fig. 6, we first give an overview to our opinion-

mining process. It is divided into four major steps: (1) pre-

processing, which includes crawling raw review data and

cleaning; (2) tagging data for training the learning model;

(3) defining feature functions for CRFs and training it by

maximizing the conditional likelihood; and (4) applying

the model to label product entities from new review data.

6.1 CRFs learning model

In this section, we first provide some background info

about CRFs. Conditional random fields (CRFs) are condi-

tional probability distributions on an undirected graph

model (Lafferty et al. 2001; Fei and Fernando 2003;

McCallum 2003). It is formally defined as follows: con-

sidering a graph G = (V, E) for which V indicates the

nodes and E indicates the edges. Let Y = (Yv)v[V, and

(X, Y) is a CRF, where X is the set of variables over the

observation sequences to be labeled (e.g., a sequence of

textual words that form a sentence), and Y is the set of

random variables over the corresponding sequence. The

(X, Y) obeys the Markov property with respect to the graph

(e.g., part-of-speech tags for the words’ sequence). For-

mally, the model defines p(y|x) which is globally condi-

tioned on the observation of X:

pðyjxÞ ¼ 1

ZðxÞ
Y

i2N

/iðyi; xiÞ ð1Þ

where Z(x) =
P

y

Q
i[N/i(yi, xi) is a normalization factor

over all states for the sequence x. The potentials are

normally factorized on a set of features fk, such as

/iðyi; xiÞ ¼ exp
X

k

kkfkðyi; xiÞ
 !

ð2Þ

Given the model defined in (1), the most probable

labeling sequence for an input x is hence:

Y
_

¼ arg max
y

pðyjxÞ ð3Þ

In our case when we build the model, we take all the

nodes V of the graph as states including observed states and

hidden states. We use X to represent the observed states

and use Y to represent the hidden states. The edges E of the

graph are relationships among all the states, which are

formally defined by the feature functions (see Sect. 6.3).

6.2 Our problem statement

Based on this model, our goal was then to apply it to

practical extract different types of product entities and

opinions from textual reviews. According to (Jin et al.

2009), there are four types of entities that inherently exist

in a product review: component, function, feature1 and

opinion. Table 1 lists the four types of entities and their

examples.

It then came to the question of how we could extract

these entities via CRFs. To solve the problem, we first

defined three types of tags: entity tag, position tag and

opinion tag. We use the category name of a product entity

Fig. 6 The control flow of our

CRFs-based opinion-mining

algorithm

1 Please note that the ‘‘feature’’ here refers to the product’s feature. It

is different from the definition of feature in feature functions (for

which we will discuss later when constructing CRFs model).
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to be the entity tag. As for a word which is not an entity, we

use the character ‘B’ to represent it. Usually, an entity

could be a single word or a phrase. For the phrase-entity,

we assign a position to each word in the phrase. Any word

of a phrase has three possible positions: the beginning of

the phrase, the middle of the phrase and the end of phrase.

We use characters ‘B’, ‘M’ and ‘E’ as position tags to

respectively indicate the three positions. As for ‘‘opinion’’

entity, we further use characters ‘P’ and ‘N’ to respectively

represent Positive opinion polarity and Negative opinion

polarity, and use ‘‘Exp’’ and ‘‘Imp’’ to respectively indicate

explicit opinion and implicit opinion. Here, explicit opin-

ion means that the user expresses opinion in the review

explicitly and implicit opinion means the opinion needs to

be induced from the review. These tags (i.e., P, N, Exp,

Imp) are all called opinion tags. Thus, with above defined

tags, we can tag any word and its role in a sentence. For

example, the sentence. ‘‘The image is good and its ease of

use is satisfying’’ from a camera review is labeled as:

The(B) image(Feature-B) is(B) good(Opinion-B–P-

Exp) and (B) its(B) ease(Feature-B) of(Feature-M)

use(Feature-E) is(B) satisfying(Opinion-B–P-Exp).

In this sentence, ‘image’ and ‘ease of use’ are both

features of the camera and ‘ease of use’ is a phrase, so we

add ‘-B’, ‘-M’ and ‘-E’ to specify the position of each word

in the phrase. ‘Good’ is a positive, explicit opinion

expressed on the feature ‘image’, so its tag is Opinion

expressed on the feature image, so its tag is ‘Opinion-B–P-

Exp’ (such tag combination is also called hybrid tags in

(Jin et al. 2009). Other words which do not belong to any

entity categories are assigned the tag ‘B’.

Therefore, if we could get a word’s tag, we can know

which product entity it refers to and identity the opinion

polarity if it is an ‘‘opinion’’ entity. By this way, the task of

opining mining can be transformed to an automatic label-

ing task. The problem can be then formalized as: given a

sequence of words W = w1w2w3…wN and its correspond-

ing parts of speech S = s1s2s3…sN, the objective is to find

an appropriate sequence of tags which can maximize the

conditional likelihood of (3). The resulting equation is then

like this:

T
_

¼ arg max
T

pðT jW ; SÞ ¼ arg max
T

YN

i¼1

pðtijW ; S; Tð�iÞÞ

ð4Þ

In (4), T(-i) = {t1t2…ti-1ti?1…tN} (which are tags in our

case, and called hidden states in the general concept). From

this equation, we can see that the tag of a word at position

i depends on all the words W = w1:N, part-of-speech

S = s1:N and tags. Unfortunately, it is very hard to compute

with this equation as it involves too many parameters. To

reduce the complexity, we employ linear-chain CRFs as an

approximation to restrict the relationship among tags. In

the linear-chain CRF, all the nodes Y in the graph (see

Fig. 7) form a linear chain and each feature involves only

two consecutive hidden states. Equation (4) can be hence

rewritten as:

T
_

¼ arg max
T

pðT jW ; SÞ ¼ arg max
T

YN

i¼1

pðtijW ; S; ti�1Þ ð5Þ

6.3 Defining feature functions

From the model above, we can see that in order to make

the model more computable, the relationships need to be

defined between the observation states W = w1:N,

S = s1:N and hidden states T = t1:N, so as to reduce

unnecessary calculations. Thus being the important con-

struct of CRFs, feature functions are crucial to resolve the

problem. Let w1:N and s1:N be the observations (i.e.,

words’ sequence and their corresponding parts of speech),

t1:N, be the hidden labels (i.e., tags). In our case of linear-

chain CRFs (see (5)), the general form of a feature

function is fi(tj-1, tj, w1:N, s1:N, j), which looks at a pair of

adjacent states tj-1, tj, the whole input sequence w1:N and

s1:N and the current word’s position j. For example, we

can define a simple feature function which produces

binary value: the returned value is 1 if the current word wj

is ‘‘good’’, the corresponding part-of-speech sj is ‘‘JJ’’

(which means single adjective word) and the current state

tj is ‘‘Opinion’’:

Fig. 7 Linear-chain CRFs’ graph structure

Table 1 Four types of product entities and their examples, according

to (Jin et al. 2009)

Entity Description and examples

Feature Properties of components or functions, e.g.,

color, speed, size, weight

Component Physical objects of a product, e.g., cell phone’s

LCD

Function Capabilities provided by a product, e.g., movie

playback, zoom, automatic fill flash, auto focus

Opinion Ideas and thoughts expressed by reviewers on

product, features, components, and functions,

e.g., good, satisfying
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fiðtj�1; tj;w1:N ; s1:N ; jÞ

¼
1 if wj ¼ good; sj ¼ JJ and tj ¼ Opinion

0 otherwise:

�

ð6Þ

Combining the feature function with (1) and (2) we

have:

pðt1:N jw1:N ; s1:NÞ ¼
1

Z
exp

XN

n¼1

XF

i¼1

kifiðtj�1; tj;w1:N ; s1:N ; jÞ
 !

ð7Þ

According to (7), the feature function fi depends on its

corresponding weight ki. That is if ki [ 0, and fi is active

(i.e., fi = 1), it will increase the probability of the tag

sequence t1:N, and if ki \ 0, and fi is inactive (i.e.,

fi = 0), it will decrease the probability of the tag

sequence t1:N.

Another example of feature function can be like:

fiðtj�1; tj;w1:N ; s1:N ; jÞ

¼
1 if wj ¼ good; sjþ1 ¼ NN and tj ¼ Opinion

0 otherwise
:

�

ð8Þ

In this case, if the current word is ‘‘good’’ such as in the

phrase ‘‘good image’’, the feature functions in (6) and (8)

will be both active. This is an example of overlapping

features which L-HMMs cannot address.

Specifically, we define several types of feature functions

to specify state-transition structures between W, S and

T. The different state transitions are based on different

Markov orders for different classes of features. For

instance, the first-order feature functions are defined as:

1. The assignment of current tag tj only depends on the

current word. The feature function is represented as

f(tj, wj).

2. The assignment of current tag tj only depends on the

current part of speech. The feature function is repre-

sented as f(tj, sj).

3. The assignment of current tag tj only depends on both

the current word and the current part of speech. The

feature function is represented as f(tj, sj wj).

The three types of feature functions are first order, by

which the inputs are examined in the context of the current

state only. We also define first-order plus transition feature

functions and second-order feature functions, which are

examined in the context of both the current state and pre-

vious states. We do not define third order or higher-order

feature functions, because they would create data sparsity

problem. Table 2 shows the types of feature functions we

have defined in our model.

6.4 Training CRFs model

After the graph and feature functions are defined, the

model is fixed. The purpose of training is then to identify

all the values of k1:N. Normally, one may set k1:N according

to the domain knowledge, but in our case, we learn k1:N

from the training data. The fully labeled review data is

{(w(1), s(1), t(1)),…, (w(M), s(M), t(M))}, where wðiÞ ¼ w
ðiÞ
1:Ni

(which is the ith words’ sequence), sðiÞ ¼ s
ðiÞ
1:Ni

(i.e., the ith

part-of-speech sequence), and tðiÞ ¼ t
ðiÞ
1:Ni

(i.e., the i’th tags’

sequence). Given that in CRFs we defined the conditional

probability p(t|w, s), the aim of parameter learning is to

maximize the conditional likelihood with the training data,

according to (9):

Xm

j¼1

log pðtðjÞjwðjÞ; sðjÞÞ ð9Þ

To avoid over fitting, the likelihood can be penalized by

some prior distributions over the parameters. A commonly

used distribution is zero-mean Gaussian: if k * N(0, r2),

(9) will become

Xm

j¼1

log pðtðjÞjwðjÞ; sðjÞÞ �
XF

i

k2
i

2r2
ð10Þ

The equation is concave, so k has a unique set of global

optimal values. We learn parameters by computing the

gradient of the objective function, and apply the gradient in

an optimization algorithm called Limited memory BFGS

(L-BFGS).

Formally, the gradient of the objective function is

computed as:

o

okk

Xm

j¼1

log pðtðjÞjwðjÞ; sðjÞÞ �
XF

i

k2
i

2r2

¼ o

okk

Xm

j¼1

X

n

X

i

kifiðtn�1; tn;w1:N ; s1:N ;nÞ � log TðjÞ

 !

�
XF

i

k2
i

2r2
¼
Xm

j¼1

X

n

fkðtn�1; tn;w1:N ; s1:N ;nÞ

�
Xm

j�1

X

n

Et0
n�1

;t0n
½fkðt0n�1; t

0
n;w1:N ; s1:N ;nÞ� �

kk

r2
ð11Þ

In equation (11), the first term is empirical count of

feature i in the training data, the second term is the

expected count of this feature under the current trained

model, and the third term is generated by the prior

distribution. Hence, this derivative measures the difference

between the empirical count and the expected count of a

feature under the current model. Suppose that in the

training data, a feature fk actually appears A times, while
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under the current model, the expected count of fk is B:

when |A| = |B|, the derivative is zero. Therefore, the

training process is to find ks that can make the two counts

equal.

6.5 Algorithm evaluation

Question 4: would CRF-based opinion-mining approach

perform better than other learning models in terms of

extracting product entities and social opinion values?

In order to answer the fourth research question (we

proposed in Sect. 3.1), we conducted an experiment that

systematically compared the CRFs-based opinion-mining

algorithm with two related methods: L-HMMs-based

method (Jin et al. 2009), which is also a supervised model-

based learning technique, and rule-based technique as the

baseline. The reason that we did not compare with the

statistical method from Hu and Liu (2004) was because

they treated all product entities (e.g., component, function)

as rather than handling them individually.

Concretely, we evaluated these approaches’ perfor-

mance on three metrics: recall, precision and F-measure.

Recall is
jC\Pj

C and precision is
jC \Pj

P ; where C and P are the

sets of correct and predicted tags, respectively. F-measure

is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, i.e., 2RP
RþP

(where R is the recall value and P is the precision value).

We did not use label accuracy to test each type of tag,

because for some tags (e.g., ‘‘B’’ for background words) it

is not meaningful to evaluate them. Instead, we emphasize

the precision, recall and F score results on the four types of

entities, e.g., feature, component, function, and opinion,

when comparing the CRFs-based opinion-mining method

with the L-HMMs-based one.

We used two datasets of product reviews: one was

crawled from Yahoo Shopping, and another was the corpus

shared by Hu and Liu (2004). For example, Fig. 8 gives

one digital camera’s user review (in XML format) that we

crawled from Yahoo Shopping site, for which we mainly

focused on the ‘‘Posting’’ part which gives the user-gen-

erated textual comments.

We finally collected 476 reviews (with 10,769 words) in

total from 3 cameras and 1 cell phone, and manually

labeled by them by using the 17 distinct tags as defined in

Sect. 6.2. After the pre-process of removing meaningless

characters (e.g., @-?), we applied the LBJPOS tool2 to

produce the part-of-speech tag for each word. All tagged

data were then divided into 4 four sets to perform fourfold

cross-validation: one set was used as the validation data for

testing and the other three sets were used as training data.

The cross-validation process was repeated four times, and

every time one set was randomly selected as the testing

data. Afterward, the results were averaged to produce the

final precision, recall and F-measure scores.

6.5.1 Compared algorithms in the experiment

Rule-based method Motivated by (Turney 2002), we

designed a rule-based method as the baseline for compar-

ison. The first step was performing part-of-speech (POS)

task. One example of POS result is:

(PRP I) (VBD used) (NNP Olympus) (IN before) (, ,)

(VBG comparing) (TO to) (NN canon) (, ,) (PRP it)

(VBD was) (DT a) (NN toy) (, ,) (NNP S3) (VBZ IS)

(VBZ IS) (RB not) (DT a) (JJ professional) (NN

camera) (, ,) (CC but), (RB almost) (VBZ has) (NN

everything) (PRP you) (VBP need) (. .)

In the example, each word gets a tag of POS such as NN

(noun word), JJ (adjective word), etc. We then applied

several basic rules, according to (Hu and Liu 2004; Jin

et al. 2009), to extract product features (note: in the rule-

based method, components and functions are taken as

features).

Table 2 Defined feature function types and their expressions

Feature function type Expressions

First order f(ti, wi), f(ti, si), f(ti, si, wi)

First order ? transition f(ti, wi)f(ti, ti-1), f(ti, si)f(ti, ti-1),

f(ti, si, wi)f(ti, ti-1)

Second order f(ti, ti-1, wi), f(ti, ti-1, si),

f(ti, ti-1, si, wi)

Fig. 8 A digital camera’s user review in XML format. The

\Posting[ … \/Posting[ part gives the textual comment that we

emphasized in the algorithm

2 http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/*cogcomp/software.php.
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1. One rule is that a single noun that follows an adjective

word or consecutive adjective words (such as JJ ? NN

or JJ) will be regarded as a product entity.

2. Any single noun word that connects an adjective word

to a verb will be taken as a product entity, such as

NN ? VBZ ? JJ.

3. Any consecutive noun words that appear at the

position described in (1) or (2) will be taken as a

product entity phrase.

As for opinion entities, the adjective words that appear

in rules 1 and 2 will be, and their sentimental orientation

was determined by a lexicon with polarities for over 8,000

adjective words.3

L-HMMs method Jin et al. (2009) integrated linguistic

features such as part-of-speech results and lexical patterns

into a hidden Markov model (HMMs). Their aim was to

maximize the conditional probability as defined in:

T
_

¼ argmax
T

pðW ;SjTÞpðTÞ¼ argmax
T

pðSjTÞpðW jT ;SÞpðTÞ

¼ argmax
T

YN

i¼1

pðsijw1. . .wi�1;s1. . .si�1; t1. . .ti�1tiÞ
�pðwijw1. . .wi�1;s1. . .si�1si; t1. . .ti�1tiÞ
�pðtijw1. . .wi�1;s1. . .si�1; t1. . .ti�1Þ

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;

Three assumptions were made for simplifying the

problem: (1) the assignment of the current tag depends

not only on its previous tag but also on the previous J

words; (2) the appearance of the current word is assumed to

depend not only on the current tag, the current POS, but

also on the previous K words; (3) the appearance of the

current POS depends on both the current tag and previous

L words (J = K = L). Then their objective was to

maximize.

arg max
T

YN

i¼1

pðsijwi�1; tiÞ
�pðwijwi�1; si; tiÞ
�pðtijwi�1; ti�1Þ

8
<

:

9
=

;

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was used to

estimate the parameters. Other techniques were also used in

their approach, including information propagation via

entity synonyms, antonyms and related works, and token

transformation.

6.5.2 Experiment results and discussion

Table 3 shows the experiment results of recall, precision

and F score by comparing the three methods, from which

we can see that the CRFs-based learning method (hence-

forth CRFs) increases the accuracy regarding almost all the

four types of entities, except the slightly lower recall and

F score than L-HMMs method (henceforth L-HMMs) in

respect of component entity.

More specifically, CRFs improve the precision from

83.9 to 90.0% on average and the F score from 77.1 to

84.3% in comparison with L-HMMs. Two major reasons

can lead to this result. Firstly, L-HMMs assume that each

feature is generated independently of hidden processes.

That is, only tags can affect each other and the underlying

relationships between tags and words/POS-tags are

ignored. Secondly, L-HMMs do not model the overlapping

features. As for recall, it was also averagely improved from

72.0% by L-HMM to 79.8% by CRF. This is promising

because the recall can be likely affected by tagging errors.

For example, if a sentence s correct tags should be

‘‘Opinion-B–P-Exp, Opinion-M-P-Exp, Opinion-M-P-Exp,

Opinion-E-P-Exp’’ but it was labeled as ‘‘Opinion-B–P-

Exp, Opinion-E-P-Exp, Opinion-M-P-Exp, Opinion-M-P-

Exp’’, the labeling accuracy is 75%, but recall is 0.

Moreover, besides the feature functions defined in

Table 2, we also tested other feature functions in our

experiment. Table 4 shows these additional feature func-

tions. Thus, we have seven types of feature functions in

total. We assigned each type a number from 1 to 7. We

varied their combinations and used them in training

Table 3 Experimental results from the comparison of the three

approaches: baseline: the rule-based opinion-mining method,

L-HMMs: the lexicalized hidden Markov model-based learning

method, CRFs: the linear-chain conditional random-field-based

learning method

Rule based L-HMMs based CRFs based

Feature entities (%)

R – 78.6 81.8

P – 82.2 93.5

F – 80.4 87.2

Component entities (%)

R – 96.5 91.8

P – 95.3 98.7

F – 96.0 95.1

Function entities (%)

R – 58.9 80.4

P – 81.1 83.7

F – 68.2 82.0

Opinion entities (%)

R 25.1 53.7 65.3

P 22.5 76.9 84.2

F 23.8 63.2 73.5

All entities (%)

R 27.2 72.0 79.8

P 24.3 83.9 90.0

F 25.7 77.1 84.3

R recall, P precision, F F score

3 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/pabo/movie-review-data/review_

polarity.tar.gz.
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process. Table 5 shows the results from different

combinations.

The results show that when we adopted all the feature

functions, the precision, recall and F score are all better than

other varieties. Comparing the condition that used feature

functions’ combination 1 ? 2 ? 3 ? x (x is from 4 to 7)

with the condition of 1 ? 2 ? 3, we found that the feature

functions with number 4 and number 7 can cause higher

precision and F score, and feature functions with number 5, 6

and 7 can lead to higher recall and F score. It hence infers that

when more types of feature functions are involved in training

CRFs model, it is more likely that the algorithm accuracy can

be further improved. The finding motivates us to do more

experiments in the future to test more types of feature

functions and hence identify the optimal combination.

In the experiment, we also conducted a comparison

between the 2 datasets: 238 reviews from (Hu and Liu

2004) and 238 reviews from Yahoo Shopping. The pro-

cedure is that we first trained the CRFs on the first dataset

and then tested it with the second one, and then did the

opposite way. Figure 9 shows the precision, recall and

F scores averaged over four entities from this comparison.

It can be seen that there is no big difference between the

two datasets. The largest distance occurs with the precision

on feature entity, but it is only 3.9%. The result hence

implies that our approach can achieve a stable performance

with different datasets and can be hence scalable to mine

review data from various resources.

It is also worth noting that the overlapping feature

functions as defined in our CRFs model can be useful to

discover infrequent entities, which however were often

ignored in related approaches. For example, although the

entity ISO only appears once in our data, functions

f(ti, si wi) and f(ti, wi) can be still active in finding this

feature. Moreover, the uneasily discovered entities, such as

non-noun product entities and non-adjective opinions, can

be also identified through our approach.

6.6 User interfaces

The outcome of our opinion-mining algorithm can be then

denoted as: {\featurei, opinion1, opinion2, …, opinionn[}

where featurei is the extracted ith feature and it is associ-

ated with a set of n distinct opinion words (i.e., opin-

ion1, opinion2, …, opinionn). The problem is then how to

display these results to users in an informative and easily

understandable way (which is for our research question 5):

Question 5: how could the opinion-mining results be

represented on user interfaces for supporting users to make

effective decisions?

For this purpose, we have utilized ‘‘tag cloud’’ visuali-

zation method. In recent years, tag cloud (or called word

cloud) has popularly appeared in social networking sites to

depict user-generated tags or describe the word content of

web sites. The importance of a tag is reflected with the font

size. For example, bigger size represents that the tag was

more frequently used by users to annotate an item. Given

that the tag cloud has been shown advantageous in pre-

senting descriptive information (e.g., summarizing web

search results), in reducing user frustration (Kuo et al.

2007), and in assisting users in retrieving items (such as

images) (Callegari and Morreale 2010), we believe that it

can help present the opinion values.

Concretely, Fig. 10 shows a sample interface design in

our system, which visualizes extracted features and their

associated opinions in the cloud format. The interface is

displayed in comparison matrix when users compare two or

more products (a similar tag cloud is also attached to each

product at its detail page). The opinion features are first

divided into two categories: negative and positive. The

reason of placing negative opinions above is motivated by

our user study’s implications (see Sect. 5.2). In each

Table 4 Evaluated feature

function types in the experiment
Feature function type Expressions

1. First order f(ti, wi), f(ti, si), f(ti, si, wi)

2. First order ? transition f(ti, wi)f(ti, ti-1), f(ti, si)f(ti, ti-1), f(ti, si, wi)f(ti, ti-1)

3. Second order f(ti, ti-1, wi), f(ti, ti-1, si), f(ti, ti-1, si, wi)

4. First order ? transition f(ti, wi)f(ti, ti-2), f(ti, si)f(ti, ti-2), f(ti, si, wi)f(ti, ti-2)

5. First order ? transition f(ti, wi-1)f(ti, ti-1), f(ti, si-1)f(ti, ti-1), f(ti, si-1, wi-1)f(ti, ti-1)

6. First order ? transition f(ti, wi-1)f(ti, ti-2), f(ti, si-1)f(ti, ti-2), f(ti, si-1, wi-1)f(ti, ti-2)

7. Second order f(ti, ti-2, wi), f(ti, ti-2, si), f(ti, ti-2, si, wi)

Table 5 The results of testing different combinations of feature

functions in FRFs model

Combination Precision

(%)

Recall

(%)

F score

(%)

1 ? 2 ? 3 87.9 76.8 81.98

1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 4 89.7 76.3 82.5

1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 5 87.3 79.3 83.1

1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 6 87.7 77.1 82.1

1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 7 89.1 78.4 83.4

1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 4 ? 5 ? 6 ? 7 90.2 81.6 85.7
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category, every discovered feature is along with two

brackets. One gives the number showing the frequency of

this negative or positive feature that appears in all user

reviews relate to the product. The feature’s font size is thus

determined by this frequency. That is, a larger font size

indicates a higher frequency. Another bracket includes

opinion words associated with the feature. The font size of

every opinion word is also determined by its frequency of

appearing in user reviews.

In our future implementation, the word’s size will be

also affected by users’ feature preferences, which can be

either explicitly stated by users or implicitly inferred from

their interaction behavior. That is, if a user has placed

more interest in a feature (e.g., ‘‘image’’), its size can be

enlarged so as to facilitate the user to examine the fea-

ture’s related opinions. In addition, every word in the

cloud will be made clickable, supporting users to view the

original reviews.

In addition to providing the cloud format to show

opinion-mining results (that we call qualitative presenta-

tion), we also designed an alternative, quantitative pre-

sentation. In this interface, every feature is quantitatively

assigned two numerical opinion scores: one score reflects

its number of positive opinion words (the more, the higher)

and normalized in the range of [0, ?5], and another score

reflects its associated negative opinion words (in the range

of [-5, 0]). For example, Fig. 11 shows the numerical

values in form of a bar chart when a user compares two

cameras.

In our prototype system, both types of interfaces are

available for users to choose, because people from different

backgrounds (e.g., studying majors) may have different

preferences on the information presentation (Chen and Pu

2005). In our future work, we will be interested in empir-

ically comparing them and identifying which interface

would be more effective in supporting users to make

product comparison.

7 Conclusions

This paper started with understanding the roles of social

content in a buyer’s decision-making process when they

searched for inexperienced products. Based on the under-

standing, we have subsequently designed the system

architecture, compared different social opinion-mining

algorithms, and designed user interfaces for presenting the

social opinions in the system. These results well answered

our originally proposed five research questions (see Sect.

3.1).

Specifically, we have first conducted an exploratory user

study that in-depth tracked users’ objective decision

behavior and interviewed their reflective thoughts. The

study identified how a three-stage process was conducted

(to Question 1, see Sect. 4.4). Furthermore, it revealed how

social features can be better utilized in developing more

effective decision supports, so as to assist users in seeking

for needed information at different stages (to Question 2,

see Sect. 4.5). Specifically, several system implications

Fig. 9 Recall, precision and F score resulted from training CRFs with two different datasets, respectively

Fig. 10 Visualization of the mined opinion features in tag cloud

format (i.e., the qualitative presentation)
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were concluded from the user study (to Question 3, see

Sect. 5): (1) product popularity would better originate from

usage-driven social media, when users are at the first stage

in selecting interesting products. ‘‘Related Products’’ are

also fit for this stage, and their adoption degree can be

likely increased if being integrated with expert opinions

and users’ feature constraints; (2) when users evaluate a

product in detail (Stage 2), it is suggested to provide users

with extracted opinion features from user reviews, and

place higher weight on negative opinions than on positive

ones; (3) at the third stage of final-choice confirmation, it is

also recommended to show social features’ values explic-

itly in the comparison matrix, so as to facilitate users

making more informed and effective product comparison.

Encouraged by these implications, in the follow-up

work, we have in particular emphasized the processing of

user-generated reviews and aimed at developing a more

effective feature extraction and opinion-mining technique.

Concretely, a linear-chain CRFs-based learning approach

was presented in this article. Relative to related L-HMMs-

based method, which assumes that each feature is inde-

pendent of hidden states, CRFs-based approach can more

effectively handle with interdependent features. The

experiment results demonstrated the effectiveness of our

opinion-mining approach in comparison with the rule-

based and L-HMMs-based methods (to Question 4, see

Sect. 6.5).

We finally presented two user interfaces that we

implemented in the system in order to show the results of

opinion mining (to Question 5, see Sect. 6.6). One was

qualitative presentation based on the tag cloud format, and

another is the quantitative design to indicate numerical

opinion values. Both interfaces enable users to fully

examine opinion features from different angles. Further-

more, meeting with system implications for Stages 2 and 3,

the interfaces are not only displayed along with a product at

its detail page, but also embedded into the comparison

matrix to facilitate users making product comparison.

7.1 Limitations and future work

The reported work also has its limitations at several

aspects. First of all, in the user study part, we selected two

sites: Flickr and Yahoo Shopping, as representatives of

social media sites and e-commerce sites, respectively. As

we mentioned in that part, the reason of choosing them

owes to their substantive and vast amount of product info.

Among the various types of social and static contents that

they provide, we were then able to identify users’ actual

information-seeking needs. However, the study did not

eliminate the potential effect of confounding factors, such

as site designs, on users’ behavior. For this purpose, we are

prepared to repeat the experiment on more sites, e.g.,

Amazon, Epinions, so as to further verify the results’

stability.

Another limitation in our work exists in the opinion-

mining algorithm evaluation. For now, we mainly com-

pared the CRFs-based approach to the one that also belongs

to model-based supervised opinion-mining branch. At a

general level, it should be meaningful to identify the per-

formance differences between model-based ones and

unsupervised mining techniques, such as the work in Hu

and Liu (2004). In fact, it is widely accepted that model-

based learning approaches would perform better as it

Fig. 11 Using bar chart to

show numerical opinion scores

(i.e., the quantitative

presentation)
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involves the processes of model training and optimization

(though the training effort is required). We expect in the

future, through more experiments, their exact, relative

merits could be clarified.

The third issue that we will address is to test our user

interfaces’ actual impact by means of user evaluations. In

addition to comparing the two types of result presentations

(i.e., qualitative presentation vs. quantitative one) as we

mentioned before, we also would like to demonstrate two

hypotheses. One is that embedding opinion values could

effectively support users to examine a product when they

decide whether the product can be a candidate or not (i.e.,

at their second decision stage). The second is it could

further enable users to have a more accurate and confidence

final choice making (i.e., at their third decision stage).

Overall, we believe that our work can be essentially

contributive to resolving the demanding request: how to

optimally apply user-generated content from social media

environments to assist online buyers in searching inexpe-

rienced products and making decisions? Researchers from

both social networking area and e-commerce decision

supports could likely benefit from our user study findings

and algorithm development to realize and improve their

applications.
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